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ABSTRACT:
This paper presents an enhanced method for extracting invariant features from images based on Scale Invariant Feature Transform
(SIFT). Although SIFT features are invariant to image scale and rotation, additive noise, and changes in illumination but we think
this algorithm suffers from excess keypoints. Besides, by adding the hue feature, which is extracted from combination of hue and
illumination values in HSI colour space version of the target image, the proposed algorithm can speed up the matching phase.
Therefore, we proposed the Scale Invariant Feature Transform plus Hue (SIFTH) that can remove the excess keypoints based on
their Euclidean distances and adding hue to feature vector to speed up the matching process which is the aim of feature extraction. In
this paper we use the difference of hue features and the Mean Square Error (MSE) of orientation histograms to find the most similar
keypoint to the under processing keypoint. The keypoint matching method can identify correct keypoint among clutter and occlusion
robustly while achieving real-time performance and it will result a similarity factor of two keypoints. Moreover removing excess
keypoint by SIFTH algorithm helps the matching algorithm to achieve this goal.

1. INTRODUCTION
Image matching plays a key role in computer vision fields [1]
such as object recognition, creating panorama, motion tracking,
and stereo correspondence. Image matching has two general
methods (1) correlation based methods (2) feature based
methods [2]. In correlation based method the algorithm grouped
all pixel of image in local windows and computes the
correlation of these windows between an unknown image and
database's image. Recent techniques for image matching are
efficient and avoid some transformations such as rotation,
scaling, and adding noise. These techniques at first find points
of interest in the images and then extract the features of these
points. Some region detection approaches which are covariant
to transformations have been developed for feature based
methods. A derivative based detector for corner and edge
detection has been developed by Harris et al [3]. Pairwise
Geometric Histogram (PGH) [4] and Shape Context [5] using
the edge information instead of a point`s gradients, both
methods are scale invariant. Andrew created a new descriptor,
called Channel [6]. The Channel is the function to measure the
intensity change along certain directions from the interest point.
A set of channels in different directions makes up the
description of the point. But this method is just partially
invariant to scale changes because intensity information will be
lost along the channel. Symmetry descriptor [7] is based on the
distribution of symmetry points. It computes the symmetry
measure function to identify pairs of symmetry points by
calculating the magnitude and orientation of the intensity
gradient for each pair of points. Koenderink [8] derived local
jet first and inspected its features. It is a set of Gaussian
derivatives and often used to represent local image features in
the interest region. Since Gaussian derivatives are dependent on
the changes in the image`s orientation, several methods have
been developed to remove the rotation dependency. The vector
of components will then be made invariant to rotation as
well as scale changes [9] [10]. Lindeberg [11] introduced a
blob detector based on Laplacian of Gaussian and several other
derivatives based operators. Also, [11] and [12] used affine
adaptation process to make the blob detector invariant to affine
transformations. Lowe [13] used Difference of Gaussian to
approximate Laplacian of Gaussian to explore a similar idea.

Mikolajczyk et al [14, 15, 16] created Harris Affine and Hessian
Affine detectors that are affine invariant by applying affine
adaptation process to their Harris Laplace and Hessian Laplace
detectors. Similar detectors were also developed by Baumberg
[17] and Schaffalitzky et al [18]. In spite of using Gaussian
derivatives, other detectors were developed based on edge and
intensity extrema [11], entropy of pixel intensity [19] and stable
extremal regions [20]. Spin image was first presented by
Johnson and Hebert [21], and later Lazebnik and Schmid [22]
adapted it to texture representation. In Intensity Domain Spin
Image [22], the spin image is used as a 2D histogram descriptor.
The descriptor of a certain point consists of two elements, the
distance from the point to the shape centre and the intensity
level of that point. This also works well on texture
representation [23]. Another texture representation technique is
non-parametric local transform [24] developed by Zabih and
Woodfill. Non-parametric transform is not relying on the
intensity value but the distribution of intensities.
SIFT [25] including both the detector and descriptor as a whole
system provides better results compared to other systems under
Mikolajczyk`s evaluation framework [26] but It’s known that
SIFT suffers from a high computational complexity [27]. PCASIFT is one of the most successful extensions [28], which
applies Principal Components Analysis (PCA) [29], a standard
technique for dimensional reduction, on the target image patch
and produces a similar descriptor as the standard SIFT
one. Another algorithm called i-SIFT, has been presented based
on the PCA-SIFT by Fritz et al [30], which applied Information
Theoretic Selection to cut down the number of interest points so
as to reduce the cost for computing descriptors. For the detector
part, Grabner et al [31] presented Difference of Mean (DoM)
instead of DoG.
SIFTH removes the excess keypoints according to their
Euclidean distance between each keypoint and adds the hue
feature to the feature vector to speed up the matching process
meanwhile keeping the performance on the satisfactory level.
Adding hue features gives the matching algorithm the
opportunity of eliminating unrelated keypoints regardless to the
orientation histograms of under processing keypoint. The major
changes which SIFTH added to SIFT are the following:
1. In keypoint localization phase the algorithm keeps
one of the keypoints that its Euclidean distance is smaller

than a threshold and removes the other candidate
keypoints.
2. The descriptor of SIFTH has hue feature which is
extracted from the neighbourhood of keypoints.
The matching scenario starts with calculation of (MSE) of the
extracted hue feature vector of SIFTH and the database of
extracted hue features. Then if the resulted value were lower
than a threshold it goes the second step. Then in the second step
the matching algorithm calculates the Mean Square
Error (MSE) of orientation histograms and creates a Matching
Percentage (MP) which is defined as (1 − MSE) × 100. The
Matching Percentage (MP) shows the percentage of similarity
between two different keypoints and helps the matching
procedure to find the correct match in database.
The remainder of paper is organized as follows. Section 2
describes the flow of data in SIFTH algorithm. In section 3
keypoints detection is introduced in details. Section 4 will
present descriptor formation. In section 5 keypoint matching
algorithm will be described. Experimental and evaluation results
will be presented in section 6. Finally section 7 concludes the
paper.
2. SCALE INVARIANT FEATURE TRANSFORM PLUS
HUE (SIFTH)
In this section we will describe the major phases of SIFTH. This
algorithm has the major following phases:
3. Keypoint detection phase. In this phase the algorithm
selects some pixel as candidate keypoint. Then the
algorithm keeps the largest, stable, and well located
keypoints and removes the other keypoints.
4. Orientation assignment phase. SIFTH needs the
orientation in all keypoints and the 15 × 15 window in
their neighbourhood to form the descriptor. SIFTH
computes the orientation in all pixels with a cascade
approach to speed up this phase.
5. Hue extraction phase. In order to extract the hue
feature the algorithm computes the average of each pixels’
hue in 5 × 5 window around each keypoint.
6. Descriptor formation phase. The descriptor of SIFTH
has two part (1) Orientation histogram (2) Hue feature.
SIFTH descriptor has 73 bytes while the SIFT descriptor
has 128 bytes. Therefore, SIFTH try to match hue feature
(1 byte) at first then goes to compare the orientation
histograms (72 byte) which helps the matching process to
eliminate considerable amounts of object in matching
process by only comparing 1 byte then it goes to find the
correct match by the other 72 byte of feature vector. The
matching process for SIFT features, However, has to
consider orientation histograms (128 byte) of all keypoints
in database to find the correct match.
In the following sections the keypoint detection and other
phases of SIFTH will be described in details. We will also
discuss about the benefits that we have added to SIFT.

3.1.1

Scale

To create the Gaussian pyramid at first the algorithm calculates
scales using Equation (1).
𝑗

𝐿𝑘 = 𝐺(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑛𝑘 𝜎) ∗ 𝐼(𝑥, 𝑦)
j

where Lk shows the k th scale while k started from zero,
G(x, y, nk σ) =

x2 +y2

1
2π(nk σ)2

e2(nkσ)2 is the Gaussian filter, n is a

constant and is chosen as 1.6 to get the best result, I is the input
image, and * is convolution operator in x and y domain.
3.1.2

Octave

Octave is a set of scales that can be used to create the Gaussian
pyramid. In this paper we put 6 scales in one octave; the number
of octave is shown by jand it is initiated by zero. To start each
octave the algorithm down sampled the input by factors of 2j .
The jth octave of the Gaussian pyramid is shown in Equation
(2).
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In order to find candidate keypoint we used the same keypoint
detection method in SIFT [25]. In this step the algorithm creates
the Gaussian pyramid which consists of 4 octaves and each
octave has 6 scales and 5 Difference of Gaussian (DoG).
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3.1.3

(2)

Difference of Gaussian

Difference of Gaussian(DoG)is the difference of two scales in
an octave. Therefore, we will have 5 DoGs in each octave which
is defined in Equation (3).
𝑗

𝑗

𝑗

𝐷𝑜𝐺𝑘 = 𝐿𝑘+1 − 𝐿𝑘

(3)

The candidate keypoint can be found if the Gaussian pyramid is
created. If the DoG value in each pixel is the maximum or
minimum of 8 neighbours in current scale and 18 neighbours in
next and past scales then the algorithm selects it as candidate
keypoint. Also, in this step the algorithm removes keypoints
whose DoG is smaller than 0.002 because the keypoints with the
small value of DoG are not stable. This process is shown in
Figure1.

Scale k+1
Octave j
Scale k
Octave j
Scale k-1
Octave j

3. KEYPOINT DETECTION
3.1 Finding Candidate Keypoints

(1)

Figure 1. Under processing pixel is shown by × and
neighbouring pixels are shown by O. Pixel × will be selected as
candidate keypoint if its DoG value be the extrema around the
neighbours.
3.2 Eliminating Edges Responses
In order to achieve stability we do not have sufficient
permission to remove the low contrast candidate keypoints. The
keypoint which are located on the edges may cause instability

so the algorithm removes these keypoints using a thresholding
on Hessian matrix as described in the following Equations.
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𝐷𝑥𝑥
𝐷𝑦𝑥

𝐷𝑥𝑦
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In orientation assignment, the algorithm considers 15 × 15
local window around keypoints and calculates magnitude and
orientation in the entire keypoint neighbouring pixels using the
proposed method.

= √[𝐼(𝑥 + 1, 𝑦) − 𝐼(𝑥 − 1, 𝑦)]2 + [𝐼(𝑥, 𝑦 + 1) − 𝐼(𝑥, 𝑦 − 1)]2

𝐼(𝑥,𝑦+1)−𝐼(𝑥,𝑦−1)
)
𝐼(𝑥+1,𝑦)−𝐼(𝑥−1,𝑦)

𝑂𝑟𝑖 = tan−1 (

(7)
3.4.1

where Dijis the gradient in i j direction, and r determines the
threshold by the ratio. If condition (7) is established the under
processing candidate keypoint will be remained.
3.3 Localization
In localization step SIFTH keeps the keypoint whose DoG value
must be the maximum in a 7 × 7 region around it and removes
the other neighbouring candidate keypoints, while the SIFT
keypoints has not any limitation in their Euclidean distances.
SIFTH add this limitation because it has a 7 × 7 oriented
pattern around the keypoints in the descriptor and our
experiments in object recognition shows that SIFTH can find
the correct match without excess keypoint which are located in
this 7 × 7 region. This step is described in Figure 2.

3.4 Orientation Assignment
Orientation has two factors Magnitude and Orientation.
Magnitude is the magnitude of the gradient vector and
Orientation is the angel of the gradient vector. These factors are
defined in Equations (8) and (9).

Computation of Orientation

Since SIFTH needs to compute the magnitude and orientation in
all pixels in 15 × 15 local window around the keypoints it
could decrease the processing time of algorithm. Therefore, we
proposed the cascade approach that is shown in Figure 3.
In the cascade approach the algorithm select the 15 × 15 local
window around each keypoint as input and shift it by one pixel
to the left, right, up, and down. In this way algorithm archives
all lag factors in Equations (8) and (9). The algorithm could also
compute the magnitude and orientation in all pixels by doing
just two forwarding steps which are shown in Figure 3. This
approach decreases the time of the processing because
computing gradient factors in all providing pixels is more
beneficial than computing the gradient factors in each pixel
separately.

Figure 2. The DoG values of candidate keypoints in a sample
7 × 7 window. The grey coloured are candidate keypoint and
the black colour will be remained as keypoint and the other
candidate keypoints will be removed.
The average stable keypoint that SIFT is detected is 170 in a
typical image of size 40 × 100 pixels to find the correct match
in object recognition process. However, our algorithm needs
90% less keypoints to find the correct match more accurately.
These numbers depend on both image content and choices of
various parameters. This reduction in number of keypoints helps
the object recognition process to find the correct match faster.

(9)

Figure 3. Proposed cascade approach to speed up the
computation of orientation.

3.4.2

Orientation Histogram

To form orientation histograms the algorithm classifies the
orientations which are obtained in the last phase every 45
degrees, so for covering 360 degrees we achieve 8 classes
which specify the histogram’s bins. For each bin’s magnitude
the algorithm aggregates the magnitudes which are located in
the degree class of bin.
Orientation histogram is one of the features of SIFTH descriptor
and computed for each 5 × 5 cell in 15 × 15 local window
around each keypoint as shown in Figure 4(a).

where D is the absolute difference, HueFx is the HueF of under
processing keypoint, and HueFt is the HueF of target pixel in
database of keypoints.
Then if D were lower than the threshold the matching algorithm
calculates the Mean Square Error MSEof orientation histograms
using Equation (13).

(a)

𝑀𝑆𝐸 =

(b)

Figure 4. (a) The descriptor of SIFTH which has
9 × 8 + 1 = 73 bytes and (b) SIFT descriptor which has 9 ×
8 = 128 bytes.
3.5 Hue feature extraction

̂ (𝑚,𝑛))2
∑9𝑚=1 ∑8𝑛=1(𝐻(𝑚,𝑛)−𝐻
𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑠

(13)

where m indicates the histogram number, shows the element
̂ are histograms of two different
of histogram, and 𝐻 and 𝐻
keypoints.
6. EVALUATIONS

In this phase algorithm computes the average of hue in the 5 ×
5 window around each keypoints using following Equation.

In this section at first we show the data flow of SIFTH by
running it on the sample image which is shown in Figure 5.

𝑗=2

𝐻𝑢𝑒𝐹 =

∑𝑗=−2 ∑2𝑖=−2 𝐻𝑥−𝑖,𝑦−𝑗
25

(10)

where HueF is the average of hue in the 5×5 window around
keypoint, x and y are the location coordinates of the keypoint,
and H is the hue of each pixel.
4. DESCRIPTOR FORMATION
To create the descriptor SIFTH divides the 15 × 15 local
window around the keypoint into 9, 5 × 5 windows. Then
dominant orientation ∅ which is calculated by Equation (11) is
subtracted from each assigned orientation of the pixels of 15 ×
15 window to resist against rotation of the image. By doing this
SIFTH creates the orientation histograms for each 5 × 5
window. Finally the algorithm normalized each histogram to
create stable histograms against illumination and contrast
changes.

(11)
∅=

∑7𝑗=−7 ∑7𝑖=−7 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝑀𝑎𝑔(𝑥−𝑖,𝑦−𝑗)×𝑂𝑟𝑖(𝑥−𝑖,𝑦−𝑗))
𝑡𝑎𝑛−1 ∑7 ∑7 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝑀𝑎𝑔(𝑥−𝑖,𝑦−𝑗)×𝑂𝑟𝑖(𝑥−𝑖,𝑦−𝑗))
𝑗=−7 𝑖=−7

where x and y are the location coordinates of the keypoint, H is
the hue and I is the illumination of each pixel.
SIFTH descriptor has two features that include 9 orientation
histograms and hue feature which are described previously.
According to these and Figure 4(a) SIFTH descriptor has 9,
bin orientation histograms and the one byte hue feature.
Therefore a single SIFTH descriptor has 9 × 8 + 1 = 73 bytes
while SIFT descriptor as shown in Figure 4(b) has 16, 8 bin
orientation histogram which occupied 16 × 8 = 128 bytes.
5. KEYPOINT MATCHING ALGORITHM
In this section at first the algorithm calculates the absolute
difference by Equation (12) of hue feature of under processing
keypoint and the database of keypoints then if the calculated
value were lower than a threshold (we use 0.05) the algorithm
keeps keypoint in database if not the keypoint will be eliminated
from the probable keypoints.

𝐷 = 𝑎𝑏𝑠(𝐻𝑢𝑒𝐹𝑥 − 𝐻𝑢𝑒𝐹𝑡 )

(12)

Figure 5. The sample image for processing.
At the top of the sample image in Figure 5, there is a photo of
“ruby red granite” and at the bottom we see “winter green
granite”.
The data flow of SIFTH is shown in Figure 6. As it is shown in
Figure 6, number of keypoints after localization phase of SIFTH
which is added to SIFT was decreased (for this example it
decreased to 468 from 1361), which resulted in decreasing
computational load of matching process and lead us to reach
real time processing.
The other advantage of SIFTH can be seen in processing of
sample image shown in Figure 5. SIFT sees the sample image
like what is shown Figure 7. In other words, SIFT does not take
any differences between “ruby red granite” and “winter green
granite” into account. This is originated from the fact that SIFT
does not extract any feature related to the color of the under
processing image. SIFTH, however, has the hue feature in its
descriptor as it is described in section 3.5. Hence, it can detect
the difference between “ruby red granite” and “winter green
granite”.
Furthermore, descriptor of SIFTH as discussed in section 4 has
73 bytes consist of 9 × 8 byte of orientation histograms and 1
byte of hue feature. On the other hand, SIFT descriptor has
16×8 byte of orientation histograms which is longer than SIFTH
descriptor around two times. This fact also decreases the
computational load of matching process.

There is some feature extraction methods which use hue as a
feature like [32]. However, SIFTH in comparison to them has
focused on decreasing the computational load, space load, and
computational complexity of matching process. Furthermore,
SIFTH is based on SIFT which its features are invariant to
scale; besides adding hue to feature vector of SIFTH makes it
hue invariant.

contained hue feature of keypoint which leads the matching
process to find the correct match more precisely. In designing
SIFTH algorithm we tried to decrease the computational
complexity of the feature extraction algorithm and also create
descriptor which requires less computational load in matching
process.
As it is shown in evaluation section SIFTH decreases the time
complexity by decreasing the number of keypoints.
Furthermore, it decreases the space complexity by decreasing
the size of descriptor. Meanwhile, it has hue in its descriptor
which gives the matching process ability of finding different
object with same texture such the objects in Figure 5.
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